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Abstract 

Approximately 80 percent of the total RNA in cells is ribosomal RNA (rRNA), making it an abundant and inexpen‑
sive natural source of long, single‑stranded nucleic acid, which could be used as raw material for the fabrication 
of molecular origami. In this study, we demonstrate efficient and robust construction of 2D and 3D origami nano‑
structures utilizing cellular rRNA as a scaffold and DNA oligonucleotide staples. We present calibrated protocols 
for the robust folding of contiguous shapes from one or two rRNA subunits that are efficient to allow folding using 
crude extracts of total RNA. We also show that RNA maintains stability within the folded structure. Lastly, we present 
a novel and comprehensive analysis and insights into the stability of RNA:DNA origami nanostructures and demon‑
strate their enhanced stability when coated with polylysine‑polyethylene glycol in different temperatures, low  Mg2+ 
concentrations, human serum, and in the presence of nucleases (DNase I or RNase H). Thus, laying the foundation 
for their potential implementation in emerging biomedical applications, where folding rRNA into stable structures 
outside and inside cells would be desired.
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Graphical Abstract

Introduction
The immobile DNA junction designed and synthesized 
first by Seeman nearly 4 decades ago [1], became the 
foundation for the entire field of DNA nanotechnology, 
which utilizes the physical and chemical properties of 
DNA for use as construction material rather than a car-
rier of genetic information. This uniquely-controllable 
nanostructure [2] and its derivatives have been investi-
gated since, leading to a diverse range of DNA nanostruc-
tures in various applications [3–18].

DNA and RNA origami are promising technologies to 
fabricate artificial spatial nanostructures with program-
mable properties and functionalities with sub-nanometer 
precision, which have gained interest over the past two 
decades. In DNA origami, the folding of a single DNA 
scaffold is usually mediated by hybridization of many 
short DNA oligonucleotides termed staples [7], although 
unimolecular folding has also been demonstrated [6, 13, 
19–21]. Efforts made in recent years have focused on 
techniques for manufacturing DNA origami in industrial 
scales [22, 23] and addressing pharmacological challenges 
[24, 25], as a prerequisite for its wider implementation 
[26–31].

The concept of “RNA origami” mainly refers to fold-
ing of shapes from single stranded RNA, while exploit-
ing the assortment of RNA tertiary structural motifs in 
addition to canonical WC base pairing [19, 32]. RNA–
DNA hybrid origami technique is conceptually simi-
lar to DNA origami [7] if considering the geometrical 
duplex differences (Additional file 1: Note S1), but has 
been much less explored. Ko et  al. [33] were first to 
demonstrate nanofibers, 2D arrays, and 3D dodecahe-
dra self-assembled from simple RNA–DNA branched 
nanomotifs assembled from 3 different strands. Wang 
et al. [34, 35] and Endo et al. [34, 35] describe prepara-
tion of hybrid origami using relatively short strands of 
artificially transcribed RNA with limited size, complex-
ity and yield. Zheng et al. [36] reported hybrid nanow-
ires ranging in size from 10 to 500 nm assembled from 
repetitive RNA sequences synthesized by rolling circle 
transcription and DNA staples. Recent works, demon-
strated tube (~ 350 nt scaffold) [37], nanobrick (~ 401 
nt scaffold) [38] and 3D wireframe origami hybrid 
nanostructures, such as tetrahedra, octahedron and 
bipyramids [39]. These reported structures were con-
structed from segments of mRNA (< 700 nt), genome 
RNA transcripts (< ~ 1000 nt) or a fragment of E.Coli 
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23S rRNA (1980 nt), which were all obtained by in-
vitro transcription.

Synthetic RNA empirically differs from native RNA 
extracted from cells of tissue. Native cellular RNA under-
goes a diverse variety of chemical modifications (~ 100 
types of modification) [40] that are found in eukaryotes 
and prokaryotes and can significantly affect origami 
folding and the resulting structures. In particular, rRNA 
comprises a noticeable number of modifications, such as 
ribose sugar methylation, pseudouridylation and three 
additional base modifications: methylation, acetyla-
tion and aminocarboxypropylation [41].

Despite recent progress, the field of RNA:DNA ori-
gami remains in its nascent stages, with size, shape and 
complexity of nanostructures limited largely by scaffold 
constraints. Therefore, there is a pressing demand for 
low-cost and readily available sources of RNA, along with 
universal and scalable approaches for the fabrication and 
assembly of RNA–DNA nanostructures. Additionally, a 
comprehensive stability and integrity characterization 
of these nanostructures is critical to enable their use in 
emerging biomedical applications, where the effects of 
biological environments must be fully understood and 
considered.

This study aimed to highlight ribosomal RNA (rRNA) 
as a suitable and biologically-abundant precursor for 
building 2D and 3D origami nanostructures. rRNA is an 
essential component of the ribosomes of prokaryotes and 
eukaryotes. It comprises at least 80% of the total RNA 
across all cell types [42, 43], existing at tens of thousands 
to millions of copies per cell [44, 45], and representing 
approximately 1% of the total cell mass [46]. An indi-
vidual prokaryotic cell has ~ 0.8  pg rRNA, whereas an 
eukaryotic cell contains 100-times more, ~ 8–20 pg rRNA 
[43, 47]. This makes the amount of rRNA per cell poten-
tially higher by 3 to 4 orders of magnitude compared 
with a good yield of phage or plasmid DNA produced by 
a bacterial cell [47]. Furthermore, extracting total RNA 
from cells and tissues is relatively straightforward in bulk 
quantities [48].

Here we demonstrate the design and folding of hybrid 
rRNA-DNA molecular origami, showing that it could 
be utilized as an inexpensive and robust raw material. 
We present calibrated protocols for the robust folding 
of 2D and 3D contiguous shapes from one or two rRNA 
subunits from various organisms, and optimized designs 
that consider DNA-RNA geometry. We found that these 
protocols are sufficiently robust to allow efficient folding 
even using crude rRNA extracts, containing all the cel-
lular RNA content, which can interfere with the assem-
bly process. Remarkably, the long RNA scaffold strands 
are stable at room or higher temperatures when folded. 
Lastly, we introduce a full stability profile of rRNA:DNA 

structure in different biological environments (tempera-
ture, nucleases, human serum and low  MgCl2 concentra-
tions), and imply oligolysine-polyethylene glycol coating 
to improve stability and overcome nuclease degradation 
and low salt denaturation challenges as a prerequisite 
toward therapeutic application. Altogether, this work 
highlights rRNA as a suitable and abundant raw material 
for molecular origami, further expanding the methodo-
logical versatility of nucleic acid nanotechnology.

Materials and methods
rRNA scaffold
16S rRNA of Escherichia coli (DH5α) was purchased 
from Invitrogen™ (AM7940), while 18S and 26S rRNA 
from Saccharomyces cerevisiae were extracted from 
growing cells. The sequences of the scaffolds are listed in 
Additional file 1: Note S2.

Staple oligonucleotides
DNA and RNA oligonucleotides staples were ordered 
from Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT) and recon-
stituted to 100  μM with ultrapure, DNase/RNase free 
water (Biological Industries, 01–869-1A). DNA oligonu-
cleotides were stored at − 20 °C and RNA at − 80 ° C. The 
sequences of the oligonucleotides are listed in Additional 
file 1: Note S3.

Total RNA extraction
Yeast cells (S. cerevisiae) were grown in 1500 mL of the 
appropriate medium to a density of approximately 1–2 
× 107 cells/mL (log phase) and pelleted by centrifuga-
tion. The pellet was resuspended in 30 mL of sterile saline 
(0.9% W/V, NaCl) and centrifuged at high speed. The 
pellet was resuspended in 3 mL of STE (0.32 M Sucrose, 
20 mM Tris.Cl-pH 7.5, 10 mM EDTA-pH 8.0) and briefly 
vortexed in the presence of acid washed beads (Sigma 
#G8772). 18 mL of NTES (100 mM NaCl, 5 mM EDTA, 
50 mM Tris.Cl-pH 7.5, 1% SDS) was added and the mix-
ture briefly vortexed again. 15  mL of hot acidic phenol 
(Sigma #P4682, 65  °C) was added and the mixture was 
immediately vortexed and further incubated at 65 °C for 
5 min with frequent vortexing. The aqueous phase of the 
mixture was removed and washed twice by centrifug-
ing the mixture at high speed for 5 min, and the remov-
ing the aqueous phase and protein interface into about 
15 mL aliquot of hot phenol and incubating at 65 °C for 
2  min with frequent vortexing. The aqueous phase only 
was then removed into 12 mL of phenol/chloroform (1:1 
phenol Sigma #P4682 and chloroform: isoamyl alco-
hol 24:1 Sigma #C0549) at room temperature, vortexed 
and spun down. The aqueous phase was re-extracted 
with 9 mL of chloroform (Sigma #C0549), vortexed and 
spun down. The aqueous phase was precipitated by the 
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addition of 1/10 volume of 3 M sodium acetate (pH 5.2) 
(Ambion #AM9740), followed by 2.5 volumes of absolute 
ethanol, vortexed and incubated overnight at − 80  °C. 
Following precipitation, the mixture was centrifuged at 
high speed for 40 min. The pellet was washed in 30 mL 
70% cold ethanol in DEPC, centrifuged at 4500 rpm for 
10 min and briefly dried. RNA pellet was resuspended in 
5 mL DEPC and left to be dissolved at 55 ºC for 10 min. 
RNA is then stored at − 20 to − 80 °C. Concentration and 
quality were estimated by spectrophotometry (O.D and 
260/280 ratio).

Ribosomal RNA purification
Total RNA was extracted from Saccharomyces cer-
evisiae as described above. 18S and 26S ribosomal RNA 
subunits were purified by running the total RNA in the 
AKTA explorer (Cytiva AKTA Start 29022094) or by gel 
extraction. Total RNA wes run on 1 × TAE, 1% agarose 
gel (Bio-Lab 000171235900) in 1 × TAE buffer (Invitro-
gen™ AM9869), following 18S extraction using Freeze 
’N Squeeze™ DNA gel extraction spin columns (Bio-Rad 
7326165) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

rRNA:DNA origami design
All the rectangular shapes were designed using caDNAno 
software [50] using the ribosomal RNA sequences as 
the scaffold strand. For combined rRNA:DNA rectangle 
design both 18S and 26S were used as one long scaffold 
strand. Adjustments of the crossover positions to fit the 
A-helix geometry found in RNA:DNA hybrids were done 
manually and described in detail in Additional file  1: 
Note S1. 2D and 3D cuboctahedrons were designed man-
ually. See Additional file 1: Note S4 for full designs.

rRNA:DNA origami folding
All shapes, besides the 2D and 3D cuboctahedrons, 
were folded at a 1:10 scaffold:staple ratio in 1 × TAE, 
12 mM  MgCl2 buffer. The samples were subjected to a 
thermal cycler (BioRad C1000 Touch Thermal Cycler) 
or heat-block (Major Science) and maintained at 50 °C 
over 2 days.

2D and 3D cuboctahedrons were folded differently. 
The scaffold and the staples strands were mixed at 1:10 
ratio respectively, in 1 × TAE, 12.5  mM  MgCl2 buffer. 
The samples were folded in a thermal cycler (BioRad 
C1000 Touch Thermal Cycler) according to adjusted 
protocol: 60 °C for 1 min, 55 °C for 5 min, followed by 
10  min incubation at 50  °C, 37  °C and 25  °C. Folding 
reactions can be left at 37 °C over a few days to improve 
yields.

Additional tested folding protocols are described in 
Additional file 1: Note S5.

Gel electrophoresis
Total RNA or rRNA were run on 1% agarose, 1 × TAE 
gel. The running buffer was 1 × TAE. rRNA:DNA origami 
samples were run on 1.5% agarose, 0.5 × TBE containing 
10 mM  MgCl2 gel in a cooled ice bath (80–100 V). The 
0.5 × TBE running buffer also contained 10  mM  MgCl2. 
Ethidium Bromide (Invitrogen 15585-011) was used to 
stain the RNA and origami structures. The Gels were 
imaged on a BioRad Gel Doc EZ™ Imager and analyzed 
on ImageLab v6.0.1 software.

Atomic force microscopy
Folding quality and shape integrity were confirmed 
by atomic force microscopy (AFM), Brukers (JPK) 
NanoWizard ultra AFM III. 10–20 µl of 2–5 nM sample 
in folding buffer (1 × TAE, 12 mM  MgCl2) was deposit on 
a freshly cleaved mica (TED PELLA, INC), and incubated 
at room temperature for 5–s10 min, following by gentle 
washing with 200 µl folding buffer (twice). Samples were 
scanned in 1  mL folding buffer in AC and HyperDrive 
mode using Ultra-Short cantilevers with force constant 
0.3 N/m ordered from Nano World (USC-F0.3-k0.3).

2D and 3D cuboctahedrons were scanned slightly dif-
ferently. Briefly, 3 µl of 25 mM Nickel (II) chloride hexa-
hydrate (Hampton Research, HR2-687) were added to 
20 µl of 10  nM sample. The solution was deposited on 
a mica for 5  min incubation, following one gentle wash 
with 50  µl folding buffer (1 × TAE, 12.5  mM  MgCl2). 
Samples were scanned in 1  mL of folding buffer, with 
addition of 4 mM Nickel to keep the hybrid nanostruc-
tures attached to the mica. In addition to AC and Hyper-
Drive modes, 3D samples were also scanned in QI mode 
using the same cantilevers. 16S rectangles were scanned 
similarly, however Nickel concentration was reduced to 
1 mM. All obtained images were analyzed using JPK Data 
Processing v6.1.198.

Folding efficiency and yields calculation
Folding efficiency was estimated by analyzing AFM 
images (200  nm scale). The numbers of well folded and 
misfolded shapes were calculated, and the yields were 
calculated as the fraction of the folded shapes out of the 
total.

Folded shape purification
Upon folding, 18S rRNA:DNA rectangles were purified 
from staples’ excess and RNA leftovers using 100k ultra—
0.5  mL centrifugal filter units with Ultracel-100 mem-
brane (Merck Millipore, UFC510024, 100 kDa molecular 
weight cutoff). 3 washing steps were carried out using the 
folding buffer (1 TAE, 12 mM  MgCl2) at 8×g over 5 min. 
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Successful purification was verified by electrophoresis as 
described below.

Prior to  K10K-PEG5K coating, the 18S rRNA:DNA 
rectangles were purified as follows: separation of the 
high-molecular-weight DNA origami objects from the 
low-molecular-weight excess staple strands was per-
formed using a 100k molecular weight cut-off membrane 
Amicon Ultra centrifugal filter device (Millipore). A total 
of three cycles of buffer exchange (1 × TAE and 10  mM 
 MgCl2) and filtration were conducted using the following 
centrifugal parameters: 5000g, 5  min at room tempera-
ture. A detailed description of the calibration of the puri-
fication protocol is found in Additional file 1: Note S6.

Thermal stability assay of S.cerevisiae rRNA scaffold
Total unpurified RNA extracted from S.cerevisiae diluted 
in 1 × TAE buffer supplemented with 12  mM  MgCl2 to 
a final concentration of 20  nM. Next, the samples were 
maintained in temperature gradient (65 °C, 61 °C, 57.5 °C, 
52.8 °C and 45 °C) for up to 1 h in a BioRad C1000 Touch 
Thermal Cycler. Samples were collected at the following 
time points: 0, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40 and 60 min, and analyzed 
on 1% agarose gel in a 1 × TAE buffer, at 80  V at room 
temperature. Scaffold stability and integrity was evalu-
ated by migration and intensity of the bands relative to 
t = 0 time point, which served as 100%. Graphs were gen-
erated using GraphPad Prism (version 8.3.0).

All assays were performed in a thermal cycler (Bio-
Rad C1000 Touch Thermal Cycler). Shapes’ integrity was 
analyzed by gel electrophoresis and band intensity. The 
graphs were generated with GraphPad Prism (version 
8.3.0).

Loading Streptavidin on folded shapes
Purified 18S rRNA:RNA rectangles, having four staples 
comprising biotin on their 5′, were folded (using purified 
18S S. cerevisiae rRNA) and purified as described above. 
Subsequently, shapes were incubated with Streptavidin 
at 1:10 ratio respectively over 2.5 h at room temperature. 
Samples were purified to discourage the free streptavidin 
prior scanning in atomic force microscopy.

Coating of 18S rRNA:DNA with PEG Poly Lysine  (K10–PEG5K)
K10-PEG5K Coating was performed as reported previ-
ously by Ponnuswamy et  al. [24]. Briefly, purified 18S 
rRNA:DNA rectangles were mixed with oligolysine-PEG 
 (K10-PEG5K) at a final concentration of 1:360 with P:N 
ratio (phosphates in DNA:nitrogen in amines) of 1:1. 
Sample was then incubated at room temperature for 1 h, 
during which electrostatic interactions occurred between 
the negatively charged origami structure and positively 
charged lysine, resulting in coated nanostructures.

Fig. 1 rRNA‑DNAorigami nanostructure feasibility‑ AFM analysis. a, b rRNA‑DNA origami rectangles folded using 18S or 26S rRNA (extracted from S. 
cerevisiae) as a scaffold respectively. c rRNA‑DNA origami combined rectangle folded from both 18S and 26S subunits, which serve as one long 
scaffold strand and construct one shape. d, e 2D and 3D rRNA‑DNA cuboctahedrons, open and close conformations respectively constructed 
from 26S rRNA subunit extracted from S. cerevisiae. f rRNA‑DNA origami rectangles comprising 16S rRNA (extracted from E. coli) as a scaffold strand. 
Scale bar: black—1 µm, yellow—200 nm, white—100 nm and gray—50 nm
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K10-PEG5K was dissolved in 12  mM  MgCl2, 40  mM 
Tris, 20 mM Acetate, 1 mM EDTA and purchased from 
tilibit nanosystems GmbH. Polydispersity index from gel 
permeation chromatography is between 1.00–1.20, and 
the average molecular weight as provided by the com-
pany is 6600 Da (Additional file 1: Note S7).

Removal of the  K10‑PEG5K coating shell from 18S rRNA:DNA 
rectangles
Removal was performed using Chondroitin sulfate 
sodium salt (Cat# C4384, Sigma), in an excess amount 
of 100 × the number of amines, while adjusting the final 
 Mg2+ concentration to 12  mM as described by Pon-
nuswamy et al. [24]. The sample was incubated at 37  °C 
over 2 h. Removal of the  K10-PEG5K allows standard pat-
tern migration of 18S rRNA:DNA in agarose gel for fur-
ther analysis (Additional file 1: Note S7).

18S rRNA:DNA rectangles resistance against nucleases 
(DNase I and RNase H)
Bare and  K10-PEG5K coated 18S rRNA:DNA rectan-
gles were diluted in a folding buffer (1 × TAE, 12  mM 
MgCl2) containing either 2 units of DNase I (DNase I, 
Cat# M0303S, NEB), or 1.25 units of RNase H (RNase H, 
Cat# M0297S, NEB),such that the final  Mg2+ concentra-
tion was adjusted to 12  mM. Subsequently, the samples 
were incubated at 37 °C over 24 h in a thermal cycler. For 
DNase I experiments, samples were collected at the fol-
lowing time points: 0, 1 h, 2 h, 4 h, 8 h and 24 h, while 
for RNase H, samples were collected at time point of: 0, 
0.5 h, 2 h and 4 h. All samples were analyzed using aga-
rose gel as described above to assess the % of the stable 
structures based on band intensity. Total band intensity 
of each time point was normalized to time point 0 follow-
ing subtraction of background signal. Quantification was 
performed using Image Lab gel analysis software (Bio-
Rad, version 6.0.1).

18S rRNA:DNA rectangles stability in low  Mg2+ 
concentration environments
Bare and  K10–PEG5K coated 18S rectangles were diluted 
in a folding buffer (1 × TAE, 12  mM  MgCl2), such that 
the final  Mg2+ concentrations were 12, 3, 1, 0.6 mM. The 
samples were incubated at 37  °C for 1  h and analyzed 
using gel electrophoresis as described above. Total band 
intensity of each magnesium concentration was normal-
ized to 12 mM (which is the concentration used for fold-
ing these rectangles) following subtraction of background 
signal. Quantification was performed using Image Lab 
gel analysis software (Bio-Rad, version 6.0.1).

18S rRNA:DNA rectangles stability in human serum
Uncoated (bare) and  K10-PEG5K coated 18S rRNA:DNA 
rectangles were diluted in 10% human serum (Cat# 
H4522, Sigma) such that the final  Mg2+ concentration 
was kept 12  mM. Next, the samples were incubated at 
37 °C over 3 days in a thermal cycler. Samples were col-
lected at the following time points: 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 24, 32, 
48 and 72 h, and analyzed using agarose gel as described 
above to assess the % of the stable structures based on 
band intensity. Total band intensity of each time point 
was normalized to time point 0 following subtraction of 
background signal. Quantification was performed using 
Image Lab gel analysis software (Bio-Rad, version 6.0.1).

Graphical abstract image
Graphical abstract image was created with biorender 
(BioRender.com).

Results
As a proof of concept, we chose Saccharomyces cerevisi-
ae’s 18S (1800 nt) and/or 26S (3396 nt) as scaffold strands 
for construction of our nanostructures. Following a 
standard RNA extraction protocol, we extracted 269 mg 
of total RNA from harvesting 21 L of yeast culture, 

(See figure on next page.)
Fig. 2 Protocol interrogation‑AFM analysis. a Thermal stability of 18S and 26S rRNA subunits (S. cerevisiae) at a range of constant temperatures 
(65 °C–45 °C) over 1 h (top: 18S rRNA, bottom: 26S rRNA). b Gel electrophoresis of total RNA (lane 2), purified 18S subunit (lane 3) and 26S subunit 
(lane 4) rRNA extracted from S. cerevisiae. 4 main bands appear in total RNA sample run in lane 2, representing from top to bottom 26S precursor, 
26S rRNA subunit (black arrow), 18S rRNA subunit (white arrow) and the rest extracted RNA molecules. Lane 1 contained a 1 kb ladder. c, Effect 
of scaffold purity on the assembly of 18S rRNA‑DNA rectangles: lane 1 contained 1 kb ladder; lane 2 contained total RNA extracted from S. 
cerevisiae; lane 3 contained a purified 18S rRNA subunit. Lane 5 and 6 contain folding reactions of 18S rectangles from crude extracted total RNA 
or purified 18S scaffold respectively. The black arrow represents the bands of 26S subunits, the white arrow indicates the bands of 18S subunits, 
the blue arrow marks the bands of the folded 18S rectangles and the red arrow staples’ leftovers. The bottom smeared bands comprised “total” RNA 
molecules and DNA staple leftovers in lane 5 or DNA staple leftovers only in lane 6. d, e, 18S rectangles folded according to the following thermal 
annealing sequence: 60 °C/1 min, followed by 55 ºC/5 min, and 10 min at 50 °C, 37 °C and 25 °C. Sequentially, sample presented at e was held 
at 37 °C for additional 2.5 days. f–i, Kinetics of the folding of 18S rectangles at constant temperature (50 °C/2d) using crude extracted RNA from S. 
cerevisiae comprising 18S subunit (scaffold). The AFM scans were obtained at the following time points: f–6 h, g–1d, h–1.5d and i–2d. Scale bars: 
yellow—200 nm and white—100 nm
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equivalent to 35 gr of pellet. 58  mg of 18S rRNA and 
72.5 mg of 26S rRNA were harvested (Additional file 1: 
Note S8).

Unlike double-strand DNA, which adopts the canoni-
cal B-helix geometry, RNA–DNA hybrids form A-helix 
geometry with 11 bases/turn rather than 10.5 bases/turn 

[49]. To facilitate the shapes’ design we used caDNAno 
[11, 50], while adjusting staples’ crossover periodicity 
to 33-bases as previously described [34, 35] (Additional 
file  1: Note S1). Initially, we folded 18S and 26S into 
rRNA-DNA rectangles (Fig.  1a, b). Next, by connect-
ing the 18S and 26S rRNA subunits utilizing connector 

Fig. 2 (See legend on previous page.)
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staples, we constructed “combined” rectangles with both 
rRNA units as a scaffold (5196 nt) (Fig.  1c). Drawing 
inspiration from the design of the DNA cuboctahedron 
[11], we fabricated more complex structures, 2D and 3D 
rRNA-DNA cuboctahedron, with open and closed con-
formations, respectively, using the 26S rRNA as scaffold 
(Fig. 1d, e). To showcase the simplicity and robustness of 
this method, we folded 16S rRNA (1542 nt) into rectan-
gles using E. coli total RNA (Fig. 1f ).

We next interrogated the key factors that affect the 
folding process. We started by assessing 18S and 26S 
rRNA thermal stability. RNA, known to be more sus-
ceptible to high temperatures compared to DNA, at 
time lags used in standard folding protocols. Our results 
revealed that rRNA subunits were near-complete deg-
radation within 10 min at 65  °C, implying that this pro-
cess happens faster at higher temperatures. Samples held 
at 61.6 °C degraded after 30 min, while those at 57.6 °C, 
52.7  °C and 45  °C remained partially stable (20–80%). 
After an hour, samples at 57.5  °C exhibited extensive 
degradation (> 92% degradation), whereas partial stabil-
ity was maintained at 52.7 °C and 45 °C. Notably, the 18S 
rRNA (52.7  °C-44%, 45 °C-68%) showed greater stability 
compared to 26S rRNA (52.7 °C-15%, 45 °C-48%) at these 
temperatures (Fig. 2a).

Relying on these results, we customized previously 
described folding protocol [35] to fold the 18S rectan-
gle (thermal annealing sequence: 60  °C/1 min, following 
by 55  °C/5 min, and 10 min at 50  °C, 37  °C and 25  °C). 
Interestingly, we noticed that keeping the folded rectan-
gles at 37 °C over a few days improved the shape integrity 
and folding efficiency tremendously from 28 to 63% after 
2.5 days at 37 °C (Fig. 2d, e, Additional file 1: Note S9).

We next examined the effects of scaffold purity,  MgCl2 
concentration and removal of edge staples. No significant 
effect was apparent when folding 18S rRNA rectangles 
using total RNA as opposed to purified 18S rRNA subu-
nit (Fig.  2b, c). Moreover, increasing the concentration 
of  MgCl2 and/or removing edge staples have not signifi-
cantly improved the folding and shapes’ integrity (Addi-
tional file 1: Note S10).

To simplify and optimize the folding protocol we folded 
18S and 26S rRNA rectangles at isothermal temperature 
of 50  °C over 2  days. Using our computational model 
[51] compatible with RNA–DNA melting table [52], we 

calculated the critical folding temperature as 53  °C for 
18S rectangles and 56  °C for 26S rectangles. Consider-
ing the thermal stability of rRNA observed in our study, 
we decided to fold the shapes at a slightly lower tem-
perature of 50  °C (Additional file  1: Note S11) [53–55]. 
Folding 18S rRNA:DNA rectangles at such conditions 
greatly improved the yields and shortened the proto-
col. After 6  h, the yield was 26.5% with partially folded 
shapes. After 1 day, the yield increased to 51%, and after 
an additional half day, it reached 79%. Worth mention-
ing that the yields are higher, as degraded 26S rRNA and 
other extracted RNA were counted as misfolded shapes 
(Fig. 2f–i).

Lastly, we optimized the simultaneous bulk fold-
ing of both 18S and 26S rRNA into two discrete rec-
tangles in a single reaction using crude extract of total 
RNA, serving as a testament to the feasibility and the 
robustness of our proposed method. First, we reduced 
the scaffold: staple ratio from 1:10 to 1:5 (Fig.  3a, b), 
and increased the initial concentration of the scaf-
fold (18S concentration) from 10 to 50 nM and 80 nM 
(Fig.  3c). Respectively, the staples’ concentration also 
increased to maintain the 1:5 scaffold:staple ratio. 
Next, we increased the volume reaction, and carried 
the folding reaction in 1.5 mL (30 times larger than in 
a thermal cycler) folding buffer (1 × TAE buffer,12 mM 
 MgCl2) over 2  days at constant temperature of 50  °C 
in a heat block, thus eliminating the need of a thermal 
cycler (Fig.  3d). AFM analysis confirmed the success-
ful folding of both rectangles, 18S and 26S rectangles 
(Fig. 3). While, some misfolded shapes were observed, 
potentially attributable to the presence of cellular RNA 
molecules originating from the extraction process and 
the addition of two sets of staples. Nonetheless, when 
considering the overall amount of origami structures 
achievable rapidly and easily through this process, 
these misfolded structures are of negligible concern. 
The simplicity and robustness highlighted here suggest 
that this method could be easily implemented for fold-
ing origami at large scales.

Furthermore, we redesigned 4 core staples of the 18S 
rectangle and conjugated them with 5’-biotin. After 
assembly and purification, excess streptavidin was added. 
AFM analysis confirmed precise binding of Streptavidin 
at the intended target sites, emphasizing that rRNA:DNA 

Fig. 3 Simultaneous folding of both 18S and 26S rRNA into two discrete rectangles in one reaction as a feasibility for large scale folding. AFM 
analysis. a, b Decreasing scaffold:staple ratio—reducing scaffold to staple ratio from 1:10 (a) to 1:5 (b). The images presented (from left to right) 
at different scales: 500 nm, 200 nm and 50 nm. c Increasing scaffold concentration—increasing initial scaffold concentration in the folding reaction 
from 10 nM (left), to 50 nM (middle) and 80 nM (right). d Increasing volume reaction—18S and 26S rectangles folded simultaneously in 1.5 mL 
Eppendorf tubes in a heat block at 1:5 scaffold: staple ratio rather than using a thermal cycler. The images presented (from left to right) at different 
scales: Black—500 nm, yellow—200 nm and gray—50 nm

(See figure on next page.)
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Fig. 3 (See legend on previous page.)
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nanostructures can be easily conjugated with various 
proteins or small molecules just as DNA origami [56] 
(Additional file 1: note S12).

Next, our objective was to thoroughly examine and 
obtain a comprehensive understanding of the stability 
profile of RNA:DNA hybrid nanostructures under con-
ditions that are required for biomedical application. Sta-
bility of molecular origami is one of the main challenges 
holding nucleic acid nanotechnology back from wide 
implementation in various potential applications. While 
efforts have been made to overcome these challenges in 
the context of DNA origami, there has been no research 
conducted on the stability of RNA:DNA origami up to 
this point.

We continued with 18S rRNA:DNA rectangles as a 
representative structure, and evaluated their stability in 
various biological conditions. First, we monitored these 
structures at 37 °C and 50 °C over a month. Our findings 
show that the structures remained stable at 37  °C after 
a month, while rectangles maintained at 50  °C started 

degrading after 15 days and reached 50% stability approx-
imately at day 25. Interestingly, these results suggest that 
rRNA within the folded structure is more resistant to 
higher temperature than rRNA solely, as thermal stability 
profile of 18S rRNA scaffold showed 56% degradation at 
52.7 °C or 32% degradation at 45 °C after 1 h (Figs. 2a, 4a, 
Additional file 1: Note S13). Moreover, both samples, rec-
tangles held at 37 °C or at 50 °C, showed slight increases 
indicating that the assembly process of 18S rectangles 
was still occurring.

Subsequently, we challenged their stability in the pres-
ence of DNase I (2-units), known to be the most abun-
dant nuclease in mammals [57]. We tested the structural 
stability of 18S rRNA:DNA rectangles and Rothmund’s 
DNA:DNA rectangles [7], which are ~ fourfold larger in 
size (1800 nt and 7249 nt respectively). DNA:DNA rec-
tangles degraded entirely after 1  h, while rRNA:DNA 
rectangles showed prolonged resistance against nucle-
ase digestion and ~ 85% of the structures remained sta-
ble over 1 h (Fig. 4b, Additional file 1: Note S14). Given 

Fig. 4. 18S rRNA:DNA rectangles stability assays. a Shelf life, thermal stability of 18S rRNA‑DNA rectangles at 37 °C (blue) and 50 °C (yellow) 
over a month. b DNase I assay. Stability profile of bare (red) and  K10‑PEG5K coated (blue) 18S rRNA‑DNA rectangles at 37 °C in the presence of DNase 
I over 24 h. c RNase H assay. Stability profile of bare (red) and  K10‑PEG5K coated (blue) 18S rRNA‑DNA rectangles at 37 °C in the presence of 1.25 units 
of RNase H over a period of 4 h. d Low  Mg+2 concentration. Stability profile of bare (red) and  K10‑PEG5K coated (blue) 18S rRNA‑DNA rectangles 
at 37 °C in different  Mg+2 concentrations over 1 h. e Human serum assay. Stability profile of bare (red) and  K10‑PEG5K coated (blue) 18S rRNA‑DNA 
rectangles at 37 °C in human serum over 72 h. (*) represents normalized amount of the folded 18S rectangles to time 0
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these findings, we hypothesized that implementing 
polymer-based coating strategy, especially polyethyl-
ene glycol (PEG), can further increase the resistance of 
the rRNA:DNA structures to DNase I and other physi-
ological conditions as has been previously reported in 
DNA:DNA origami nanostructures. PEGylation of DNA 
nanostructures address few of the challenges of struc-
tural DNA nanotechnology [25]. Ke et al. [58], showed a 
non-covalent uniform coating of DNA structures using 
intercalating PEG-tris-acridin, while Perrault and Shih 
increased in-vivo stability and circulation time of encap-
sulated DNA octahedrons using a PEGylated lipid bilayer 
[59]. Agarwal at el. electrostatically attached a cationic 
poly(ethylene glycol)-polylysine block copolymer to 
DNA nanostructures to improve stability [60]. Control-
lable PDMAEMA-PEG block copolymers origami coat-
ing was also shown to improve origamis’ biocompatibility 
[61]. Moreover, Ponnuswamet et  al. [24], demonstrated 
increased stability at low salt conditions, fetal bovine 
serum and resistance to nuclease I, as well as improved 
cellular uptake and pharmacokinetics, by integrating oli-
golysine-PEG copolymer. Therefore, we decided to coat 
our 18S rRNA:DNA rectangles using oligolysine-PEG 
 (K10-PEG5K) (Additional file 1: Note S7).

First we wanted to eliminate the potential effect of 
 K10-PEG5K on the folding process and shape of 18S 
rRNA:DNA rectangles, as polyamines can deform, con-
dense and lead to aggregation. We validated successful 
folding and proper shapes using gel electrophoresis and 
AFM. The resulting images showed that neither the fold-
ing process nor the shape and yields of the 18S rectangles 
were affected by the  K10-PEG5K coating (Additional file 1: 
Note S15).

Following, we repeated the DNase I stability assay. This 
time, we compared bare and  K10-PEG5K coated 18S rec-
tangles in a folding buffer in the presence of 2-units of 
DNase I at 37  °C over 24  h. Only ~ 20% of bare rectan-
gles remained stable after 8  h, however coating of 18S 
rRNA:DNA rectangles using  K10-PEG5K greatly improved 
their resistance to DNase I, leading to full stability 
(Fig. 4b, Additional file 1: Note S16).

Subsequently, as our origami shapes represents hybrids 
of rRNA:DNA, we also conducted experiment to assess 
the resilience of 18S rectangles, both bare and  K10-PEG5K, 
when exposed to RNase H. The 18S bare/coated rectan-
gles were incubated in a folding buffer at 37  °C for 4 h 
in the presence of 1.25 units of RNase H. The differences 
between bare and coated rectangles were primarily nota-
ble during the first 1.5–2 h of incubation:  K10-PEG5K 
coated 18S rectangles exhibited augmented resistance 
to RNase H compared to bare rectangles. However, it is 
worth mentioning that the gap in the resistance between 
the coated and bare rectangle was smaller suggesting that 

the protective effect of the  K10-PEG5K layer was less effec-
tive against RNase H when compared to its effectiveness 
against other tested conditions (Fig. 4c, Additional file 1: 
Note S17 & 18). Encouraged by this result, we tackled 
the next obstacle that molecular origami is facing—low 
salt denaturation [25, 62]. Divalent cations play a crucial 
role in stabilizing DNA/RNA nanostructures [63].  Mg2+ 
minimizes the repulsive forces and provides electrostatic 
support that are essential for precise folding and mainte-
nance of the intricate molecular nanostructures. In low 
 Mg2+ concentration environments, molecular origami 
will ultimately undergo unraveling or disintegration. 
Therefore our subsequent purpose entailed examining 
the protective efficacy of shilling 18S rRNA:DNA rec-
tangles using  K10-PEG5K against low salt denaturation, 
aiming to increase their suitability for a wide range of 
applications. While bare rectangles were almost 60% 
degraded at 1  mM   Mg+2 and completely degraded at 
0.6  mM  Mg2+ after 1  h at 37  °C, the  K10-PEG5K coated 
rectangles remained completely stable under these  Mg2+ 
concentrations (Fig. 4d).

Lastly, we investigated the stability of bare and 
 K10-PEG5K coated 18S rRNA:DNA rectangles in human 
serum. 10% of human serum was added to folded rec-
tangles, and structure stability was measured at 37  °C 
over 3 days at different time points. Bare 18S rectangles 
reached ~ 55% degradation after 8 h and were completely 
degraded after 24 h, whereas the coated structures were 
well protected and exhibited 98% stability after 72  h 
(Fig. 4e, Additional file 1: Note S19).

Discussion
In this work, we utilized rRNA from S. cerevisiae and 
E. coli as a robust and reliable construction material for 
arbitrary rRNA-DNA hybrid origami nanostructures. We 
demonstrated that rRNA is susceptible to higher temper-
atures, which led us to optimize and develop a scalable 
folding protocol at isothermal temperature in 1.5 mL in 
a heat block rather than thermal cycler, while achieving 
enhanced yields and integrity. Next, we loaded Strepta-
vidin onto the 18S rectangles at specific positions using 
biotin-tagged staples, thus underscoring the potential of 
rRNA:DNA origami for conjugation with a wide range of 
molecules. Subsequently, we demonstrated a comprehen-
sive stability profile of 18S rRNA:DNA rectangles in dif-
ferent conditions and showed their resilience at 37 °C and 
50  °C for over a month. Lastly, we presented improved 
stability in low  Mg2+ and human serum environments, 
and enhanced resistance against DNase I and RNase 
H, by employing  K10-PEG5K (oligolysine-PEG) coating, 
thus laying groundwork toward therapeutic and medical 
applications.
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A point highlighted by our approach is the feasibil-
ity of industrial scale molecular origami manufactur-
ing using rRNA. Although a DNA-based approach has 
been elegantly shown [22, 23], other approaches could 
expand our knowledge base and prove important in cer-
tain settings where crude chemical extraction is easier or 
cheaper to perform than biotechnological production. 
Total RNA can be extracted at low cost and at bulk quan-
tities from abundant sources such as wasted food, par-
ticularly animal soft tissue meat, which is being wasted 
at an estimated rate of more than 70 million tons per year 
according to The Food and Agriculture Organization of 
the United Nations [64–67]. By scaling up the chemi-
cal extraction of total RNA and using it as-is the cost of 
this raw material could be reduced to 100$ per kilogram, 
underscoring the cost-effectiveness and robustness of 
this method for scaffold generation compared to exist-
ing techniques. In addition, this approach also embodies 
noteworthy principles of recycling and sustainability.

Regarding the necessity for short synthetic oligonucle-
otides, known as staples, in origami techniques, diverse 
strategies have already been proposed to minimize their 
costs [22, 68, 69]. Implementing these approaches with 
rRNA as scaffold can significantly reduce the produc-
tion costs of molecular origamis even further. Moreover, 
recent techniques have presented unimolecular folding 
[19–21, 32], wherein long single stranded nucleic acid is 
designed to autonomously fold, thus eliminating the need 
for staples entirely. Therefore, the primary factor affect-
ing the production costs is the selection of the scaffold.

Several additional points are highlighted by this 
approach. First, using rRNA, as any other cellular RNA, 
could dramatically expand the shape and function space 
of molecular origami. Second, integrating RNA into 
molecular origami could necessitate the refinement of 
current design tools such that they take into account the 
geometry of DNA-RNA double helices, which might not 
be optimally supported by DNA-DNA origami folding 
protocols.

A third interesting point is the possibility to direct 
folding in-situ in order to lock rRNA in a stable origami 
structure, effectively knocking out this RNA from func-
tioning in the cell. Cellular RNA can be utilized for fold-
ing in-situ [70] under cellular conditions. This opens up 
a fascinating alternative route for RNA silencing that is 
categorically different from existing approaches such as 
antisense oligonucleotides and RNAi. Based on prelimi-
nary studies we conducted, the introduction and cellular 
uptake of RNA staples or transformation or of a plasmid 
that fold rRNA in-situ resulted in growth inhibition in 
certain bacterial strains (Additional file  1: Notes S20 & 
21), as did the expression of genetically-encoded RNA 
staples locking rRNA subunits into an origami rectangle. 

A critical advantage of this method is that molecular ori-
gami exhibits resilience to faults, i.e., shapes still fold effi-
ciently even when sequence mutations occur. This could 
render such an approach very challenging for microbial 
pathogens to counter by mutation, as antibiotics are rou-
tinely countered. Studies are currently underway in our 
lab to elucidate the potential and scope of this antimicro-
bial approach.

Conclusions
In summary, this work highlights rRNA as an inexpen-
sive and efficient precursor material for molecular ori-
gami, further expanding the methodological versatility of 
nucleic acid nanotechnology. Moreover, it opens poten-
tial new avenues for research into large-scale manufac-
turing of molecular origami and novel applications of this 
fascinating field.
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